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THE CREATION of the world’s preeminent Fantasy Role-Playing Game (FRPG), Dungeons &
Dragons, is one of the most fascinating tales to be told in all the shared histories of
entertainment, play and game design. Two very different men, David Lance Arneson and Ernest
Gary Gygax, undertook an unprecedented collaboration which gifted us — as their shared
legacy — with one of the most intriguing games the world has yet experienced. Their game did
not just simulate one isolate corner of reality; it dared to encompass the entirety of all realms of
adventure, the consensual playground of the human imagination.HAWK & MOOR tells the story
of Dave and Gary, and the many other people whose efforts gave first life to the game we know
and love today. Arneson had spectacular ideas, but Gygax knew how to refine them.
Collaboration soon turned to conflict as Arneson believed his game was being taken from him,
and Gygax crystallized systems where incomprehensible riddles had stood before. Both men
were creative geniuses, but the game they created from Gygax’s Chainmail (1971) was the end
result not only of their teamwork, but also of their clashes and disagreements.HAWK & MOOR
Book III: Lands and Worlds Afar spans the years 1973 through 1975, when TSR surged forth to
conquer the wargaming industry and to spread the hobby of fantasy role-playing far and wide. A
tragedy in January 1975 forced the reformation of TSR, planting the seeds which would cause E.
Gary Gygax to lose control of the company in the even wilder years to come. This devastating
loss was worsened by aggressive legal challenges brought forth by the estate of Edgar Rice
Burroughs. Nevertheless and through it all, TSR soldiered on.This book is not just a
compendium of business maneuvers, however; it is a chronicle of adventure. The dread
domains of the Tomb of Horrors, Castle Greyhawk, the Temple of Elemental Evil, Dungeonland
and the Temple of the Frog are all unveiled herein through the eyes of Ayelerach, Bigby, Burne,
Erac, Erac’s Cousin, Jaroo, Mordenkainen, Robilar, Rufus, Tenser, Terik, Yrag and many other
heroes of the Greyhawk campaign.HAWK & MOOR Book Three: Lands and Worlds Afar
includes 73,300 words on over 250 pages, supported by 550 footnotes and annotations.
Prepare yourself, take up torch and sword. Come along and experience an unprecedented
journey into the Golden Age!

About the AuthorDONALD ASHER is one of the nation’s foremost authorities on higher
education, the transition from college to career, and the admissions and graduate admissions
process. He tours more than 100 college campuses annually, lecturing and teleconferencing to
hundreds of thousands of students and faculty. He is the author of 12 books. --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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HAWK & MOOR THE UNOFFICIAL HISTORYOFDUNGEONS & DRAGONS ® BOOK
THREELANDS AND WORLDS AFAR BYKENT DAVID KELLY(DARKSERAPHIM) ®
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS IS A TRADEMARK OF WIZARDS OF THE COAST, LLC. THIS
EDUCATIONAL WORK IS NEITHER AFFILIATED WITH NOR ENDORSED BY WIZARDS OF
THE COAST OR BY HASBRO, INC. DEDICATEDTO THE MEMORIES OF DAVID LANCE
ARNESON&ERNEST GARY GYGAX WONDERLAND IMPRINTS2014 – 2015 O S
R Copyright © 2014-2015 Kent David Kelly.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used
or reproduced without the written permission of the copyright holder, Kent David Kelly.All
products and names mentioned in this book are trademarks or service marks of their respective
owners. DUNGEONS & DRAGONS is a trademark of Wizards of the Coast and Hasbro, Inc.
The mention of trademarks in this work is for educational purposes only, and is not intended as a
challenge.HAWK & MOOR is an historical research project developed with the primary intent of
broadening the popular awareness of, and appreciation for, Fantasy Role-Playing
Games.Quotes attributed to various individuals are derived from a wide array of filmed
interviews, online forum posts, magazines, books, newsletters, and various game-oriented
materials. Please refer to the Footnotes and Annotations section for detailed citations.
Individuals who wish to have their own quoted words alluded to, rather than quoted directly, are
welcome to contact the author with requests for modification, emendation or deletion of specific
comments.The cover of this volume features a detail from The Great Red Dragon and the Beast
from the Sea, by William Blake, painted c. 1805-1810.(Document Version 2.2)For corrective and
revision purposes, please note that this is document version 2.2 of this manuscript, completed in
October of 2015. Versions prior to this are slightly outdated, and have been corrected as more
interviews, documents, corrections and feedback have come to light.In the age of the Internet, a
printed book can never contain the final word. Therefore, the eBook version of this volume is
intended as a living document, so that interested readers can enjoy a resource which is
constantly revised, one which does not merely sit upon the shelf going slowly and forever out of
date. The print version of this volume may well be slightly out of date, as in-depth research into
the ever-shifting field of Role-Playing Game history continues to grow, diversify and
change.Please feel welcome to contact the author at shadowed_sky@hotmail.com with
comments, questions, requests, recommendations and greetings. And thank you for
reading! DESCRIPTION THE CREATION of the world’s preeminent Fantasy Role-Playing Game
(FRPG), Dungeons & Dragons, is one of the most fascinating tales to be told in all the shared
histories of entertainment, play and game design. Two very different men, David Lance Arneson
and Ernest Gary Gygax, undertook an unprecedented collaboration which gifted us — as their
shared legacy — with one of the most intriguing games the world has yet experienced. Their
game did not just simulate one isolate corner of reality; it dared to encompass the entirety of all
realms of adventure, the consensual playground of the human imagination.HAWK & MOOR tells
the story of Dave and Gary, and the many other people whose efforts gave first life to the game
we know and love today. Arneson had spectacular ideas, but Gygax knew how to refine them.



Collaboration soon turned to conflict as Arneson believed his game was being taken from him,
and Gygax crystallized systems where incomprehensible riddles had stood before. Both men
were creative geniuses, but the game they created from Gygax’s Chainmail (1971) was the end
result not only of their teamwork, but also of their clashes and disagreements.HAWK & MOOR
Book III: Lands and Worlds Afar spans the years 1973 through 1975, when TSR surged forth to
conquer the wargaming industry and to spread the hobby of fantasy role-playing far and wide. A
tragedy in January 1975 forced the reformation of TSR, planting the seeds which would cause E.
Gary Gygax to lose control of the company in the even wilder years to come. This devastating
loss was worsened by aggressive legal challenges brought forth by the estate of Edgar Rice
Burroughs. Nevertheless and through it all, TSR soldiered on.This book is not just a
compendium of business maneuvers, however; it is a chronicle of adventure. The dread
domains of the Tomb of Horrors, Castle Greyhawk, the Temple of Elemental Evil, Dungeonland
and the Temple of the Frog are all unveiled herein through the eyes of Ayelerach, Bigby, Burne,
Erac, Erac’s Cousin, Jaroo, Mordenkainen, Robilar, Rufus, Tenser, Terik, Yrag and many other
heroes of the Greyhawk campaign.HAWK & MOOR Book Three: Lands and Worlds Afar
includes 79,500 words on over 430 pages, supported by 617 footnotes and annotations.
Prepare yourself, take up torch and sword. Come along and experience an unprecedented
journey into the Golden Age! DEDICATION For Michelle,My companion in all
worlds. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS A BOOK like this is never written by a single person without
significant contributions from many other kind, insightful and respect-worthy people. Some of
these esteemed individuals contributed through their own diligent volunteerism, while others
aided my efforts indirectly with their generous public engagement of the D&D and FRPG fan
communities. This book is the culmination not only of hundreds of books, magazines, and
interviews; it also comprises a living and ever-growing record of the thousands of scattered
Internet blog entries, sub-pages and forum postings which have hidden away much of the true
history of Dungeons & Dragons.Special thanks are due to my beta readers, including Andrew
(aeakett), Axel (aia), Carl (cdenham), Carl (gyg), David (faro), David (Thunderdave), John (Gnat
the Beggar), Mark (Mars), Matt (nesbit37), and Ron (rredmond), for their comments, support
and recommendations. Constructive criticisms provided by Dan Boggs, Robert Conley, Jon
Peterson, Sauromatian, Stratochamp, and others have also been very helpful as well.I am
grateful and happy to thank Jeff Berry, Mike Carr, Ernie Gygax Jr., Luke Gygax, Tim Kask, Rob
Kuntz, Len Lakofka, Steve Marsh, Frank Mentzer, Mike Mornard, Greg Svenson and James M.
Ward for their extremely helpful blog and forum posts which have helped to illuminate many of
the darker corners of D&D’s early days. Their generously shared experiences, revealing much
about the earliest games in those years which I now term the Golden Age, were the primary
inspirations for this book.The following individuals conducted interviews with Dave Arneson,
Gary Gygax, Tim Kask, and/or Rob Kuntz, which were also very helpful in creating the
foundation for this work: Barbara A. Blackburn, Martin Brown, Andrew S. Bub, Alex Handy, Anne
F. Jaffe, Jeremy L. C. Jones, David Kushner, Robin D. Laws, Scott Lynch, Frank Mentzer, Allen



Rausch, Ciro Alessandro Sacco, Sam Sloan, Harvey Smith, Ben Sones, Michael O. Varhola and
Allen Varney. Please note that this is an incomplete list due to some partial attributions within
the available materials, and I hope to add to it further in the future.Further, many bloggers
provided excellent resource materials through their ongoing sites which were extremely helpful
to me, including Joseph Bloch (of the Greyhawk Grognard blog), Dan Boggs (Aldarron) (of the
Hidden in Shadows blog), Allan Grohe (Grodog of Greyhawk), Chris Kutalik (of the Hill Cantons
blog), Jon Peterson (via his Playing at the World blog), Sham aka Dave (of Sham’s Grog & Blog),
Zach “Zenopus” H. (of the Zenopus Archives), and Jason Zavoda (of the Hall of the Mountain
King Blog). Bill Owen’s history of the Judge’s Guild, and associated forum posts, were very
helpful as well. A special shout out goes to Michael Popham of the Horror Incorporated Project
as well for his outstanding summaries of Twin Cities “Creature Feature” movie showings in the
early 1970s. The Tome of Treasures website, in addition, displays significant resources which
allowed me to fill many of the proverbial “blank spaces in the map” concerning the early years of
pre-Dungeons & Dragons history.Scott “Foulfoot” of the Acaeum.com is also to be thanked for
allowing my ongoing coordination of beta readers and commentators for this manuscript via his
website forums. Please feel free to join our discussion in the Acaeum General Forum. Further, I
am grateful to: the administrators of the Blackmoor Comeback Inn; Paul Stormberg’s esteemed
Collector’s Trove; the endlessly-valuable Dragonsfoot and ENWorld forums, which archive much
of the fan correspondence shared by Gary Gygax; the Knights & Knaves Alehouse; and the
ODD74 Proboards. These valuable resources possess, via their forums, excellent archives of
crucial anecdotes and historical posts pertaining to the early Greyhawk and Blackmoor
campaigns.Without all of you and the generous availability of your works and research, this book
could not exist. I sincerely thank you all for your generous sharing, memories, and contributions
to the cause! BOOK III LANDSAND WORLDSAFAR TABLE OF CONTENTS Page 985 ~
TitlePage 989 ~ DescriptionPage 991 ~ DedicationPage 993 ~ AcknowledgementsPage 999 ~
Table of Contents * * * * * Page 1007 ~ Chapter 21: Two Masters of the WorldPage 1031 ~
Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 21 * * * * * Page 1035 ~ Chapter 22: Mass
ConfusionPage 1053 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 22 * * * * * Page 1057 ~ Chapter
23:  Lords of GreyhawkPage 1085 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 23 * * * * *
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Mornard, Greg Svenson and James M. Ward for their extremely helpful blog and forum posts
which have helped to illuminate many of the darker corners of D&D’s early days. Their
generously shared experiences, revealing much about the earliest games in those years which I
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Dragonsfoot and ENWorld forums, which archive much of the fan correspondence shared by
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pertaining to the early Greyhawk and Blackmoor campaigns.Without all of you and the generous
availability of your works and research, this book could not exist. I sincerely thank you all for
your generous sharing, memories, and contributions to the cause! BOOK III LANDSAND
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* * * Page 1035 ~ Chapter 22: Mass ConfusionPage 1053 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to
Chapter 22 * * * * * Page 1057 ~ Chapter 23: Lords of GreyhawkPage 1085 ~ Footnotes and
Annotations to Chapter 23 * * * * * Page 1091 ~ Chapter 24: Warlords of Other WorldsPage
1115 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 24 * * * * * Page 1121 ~ Chapter 25: Death by
Lucite and LegerdemainPage 1141 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 25 * * * * * Page
1147 ~ Chapter 26: The Curse of SuccessPage 1163 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter
26 * * * * * Page 1169 ~ Chapter 27: At What Price Glory?Page 1195 ~ Footnotes and
Annotations to Chapter 27 * * * * * Page 1201 ~ Chapter 28: Counting the Dragon’s TrovePage
1227 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 28 * * * * * Page 1235 ~ Chapter 29: Bloodlines
and LegaciesPage 1261 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 29 * * * * * Page 1265 ~
Chapter 30: Tasks for the Wizard KaskPage 1281 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 30 *
* * * * Page 1285 ~ Chapter 31: Demonic DisenchantmentPage 1311 ~ Footnotes and
Annotations to Chapter 31 * * * * * Page 1317 ~ Chapter 32: Elemental EvilPage 1341 ~
Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 32 * * * * * Page 1349 ~ Chapter 33: Blackmoor
DawningPage 1371 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 33 * * * * * Page 1375 ~ Appendix:
The Dungeons & Dragons Chronicle: A Timeline for the Years 1974 and 1975Page 1409 ~
About the AuthorPage 1413 ~ Other Books by Kent David Kelly THE SAGACONTINUES
… WELCOME! Please note that this is Book III in a continuing saga, exploring the early history
of Fantasy Role-Playing Games in general, and Dungeons & Dragons in particular. This book
can be read and enjoyed on its own. However, you will find it a much richer and more rewarding
experience if you read the other books in addition to this one.Chapters 1 through 10 of this
series can be found in HAWK & MOOR, Book I: The Dragon Rises (1968-1972), and Chapters
11 through 20 (1972-1974) are found in Book II: The Dungeons Deep. Both of these books are
available from Wonderland Imprints.
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Gary Gygax; the Knights & Knaves Alehouse; and the ODD74 Proboards. These valuable
resources possess, via their forums, excellent archives of crucial anecdotes and historical posts
pertaining to the early Greyhawk and Blackmoor campaigns.Without all of you and the generous
availability of your works and research, this book could not exist. I sincerely thank you all for
your generous sharing, memories, and contributions to the cause! BOOK III LANDSAND
WORLDSAFAR TABLE OF CONTENTS Page 985 ~ TitlePage 989 ~ DescriptionPage 991 ~
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1147 ~ Chapter 26: The Curse of SuccessPage 1163 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter
26 * * * * * Page 1169 ~ Chapter 27: At What Price Glory?Page 1195 ~ Footnotes and
Annotations to Chapter 27 * * * * * Page 1201 ~ Chapter 28: Counting the Dragon’s TrovePage
1227 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 28 * * * * * Page 1235 ~ Chapter 29: Bloodlines
and LegaciesPage 1261 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 29 * * * * * Page 1265 ~
Chapter 30: Tasks for the Wizard KaskPage 1281 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 30 *
* * * * Page 1285 ~ Chapter 31: Demonic DisenchantmentPage 1311 ~ Footnotes and
Annotations to Chapter 31 * * * * * Page 1317 ~ Chapter 32: Elemental EvilPage 1341 ~
Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 32 * * * * * Page 1349 ~ Chapter 33: Blackmoor
DawningPage 1371 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 33 * * * * * Page 1375 ~ Appendix:
The Dungeons & Dragons Chronicle: A Timeline for the Years 1974 and 1975Page 1409 ~
About the AuthorPage 1413 ~ Other Books by Kent David Kelly THE SAGACONTINUES
… WELCOME! Please note that this is Book III in a continuing saga, exploring the early history
of Fantasy Role-Playing Games in general, and Dungeons & Dragons in particular. This book
can be read and enjoyed on its own. However, you will find it a much richer and more rewarding
experience if you read the other books in addition to this one.Chapters 1 through 10 of this
series can be found in HAWK & MOOR, Book I: The Dragon Rises (1968-1972), and Chapters
11 through 20 (1972-1974) are found in Book II: The Dungeons Deep. Both of these books are
available from Wonderland Imprints.Herein with chapter 21, we continue our tale with an
overview of the state of Gary’s fantasy game as it likely stood in the autumn of 1973. Rob
Kuntz’s character Sir Robilar had just withstood the final challenge of Zagyg and defeated the
Greyhawk dungeons, and was thereby awarded the esteemed mantle of co-referee (an assistant
Dungeon Master). This meant that Rob would soon “switch sides of the screen,” and that he
would finally get to see how Gary Gygax kept all of the game’s mad gears running in
synchronicity.And what did Rob and Robilar discover on their separate journeys, their destinies
intertwined? Step inside, my dear apprentice, mind the Abyss and step inside … CHAPTER
21 TWO MASTERSOF THE WORLD (AUTUMN 1973 –AUTUMN 1975) BEGINNING IN the
autumn of 1973 and throughout 1974, E. Gary Gygax and Robert J. Kuntz worked together to
expand the horizons of the Greyhawk campaign. In their shared world of the imagination, where
anything was possible, a vast and forever-unfolding canvas was required to keep the many
Greyhawk players busy and engaged. As I have detailed in the book preceding this work
(HAWK & MOOR Book II: The Dungeons Deep), there were two epic tales unfolding at once
throughout the fall and winter of 1973-74. The first involved the imaginary journey of Robilar,
Tenser and Terik into the deepest delve of Zagyg’s forbidden dungeon. A second chronicle,
interwoven within the first, revealed the real-world drama of the arduous race to publish and ship
out orders of Dungeons & Dragons before any rival offerings could make it into print. That final
goal for pre-publication D&D, of course, was really just the beginning of a much greater story still
waiting to be told.Both of these tales continue in this current volume. But throughout the
unpredictable borderlands where these worlds of fantasy and reality overlap with one another,



there are many more revelations for us to behold. As we mark the time beginning soon after the
conquest of Zagyg’s dungeon, we can discern two sequel threads emerging which complicate
our telling of these tales: (1) the journey of Robilar and co. through the mythical lands of the
Mysterious East, and (2) the promotion of Rob Kuntz as co-Dungeon Master of the Greyhawk
campaign.While Gary Gygax and Don Kaye were toiling to get D&D published and Tactical
Studies Rules fully off the ground, Lord Robilar was struggling to return home to the City of
Greyhawk and his abandoned castle. The pressing business concerns forced Gary to rely upon
Rob, as Dungeon Master, to help solidify the future direction of the campaign. The Lake Geneva
play group was quite large by that point and getting bigger all the time. As Gary once explained,
“I enlisted Rob as co-DM for my campaign … as it took two of us to manage the large player
groups, and also to run all the game sessions demanded by smaller parties. Often times there
were two long [play] sessions a day in 1974 and 1975. I had to write material, so Rob ran many
of them.” [21-1]Gary once affectionately termed this new and unruly group of regulars the “wild
bunch,” and they played every weekend … and then some. This bustling play group was
sizeable enough that both Gary and Rob would sometimes referee their “mass expedition”
sessions simultaneously, supporting each other’s game mastering. [21-2] Several of the more
esoteric guidelines in the rules for D&D — such as the need for a pre-designated marching
order, the role of the “Caller,” dice-rolling systems for treasure sharing, and the common
knowledge that players should never split up the party — date to this era when the huge groups
of players were difficult to handle. “Of course most activity was dungeon crawling,” Gary wrote,
“so actions were just done in order around the table. Be ready or lose your
chance!” [21-3]These sessions would require the manifestation of an artfully and carefully
determined common ground, so that Gary and Rob would not conflict while they were
conducting various parties’ adventures through the shared-world setting. Fortunately, they both
knew each other well and were able to synergize their creations due to their familiarity. As Rob
recollected, “we were just feeding off each other as far as ideas went. If I didn’t have a clue
about where to go with an idea I’d just generated, he’d come up with an idea and vice versa. … I
was used to the way Gary thought. He was sculpting me as his student, and taking me
everyplace. So I was pretty used to his humor and … sometimes his ambivalence.” [21-4]Gary
noted too that he and Rob “thought very much alike,” and the vague nature of the shared
Greyhawk Castle notes helped to ease the transition into a dual-Dungeon Master setup
whenever only one of the DMs could attend a dungeon session. [21-5] “We knew each other’s
style,” Gary remembered, “and what the castle should ‘feel’ like.” [21-6] Of course, the brevity of
the encounter entries and other scrawled notes that they were using also necessitated a lot of
improvisation.But the co-DM era required much more than just a transference of role. The entire
game milieu needed to be re-rendered on a far grander scale. The too-confining walls of
Greyhawk were beginning to become apparent to many veteran players, and cracks were
forming in the foundation of the dungeon’s original limitations. Before Greyhawk could hold all of
the actions of dozens of players and the creations of two Dungeon Masters, it needed to grow



considerably. Therefore Gary strove to widen each of the four interlocked settings which the
over-eager players had been straining to the limits: the city, the ruins, the dungeons, and the
world.In various accounts, Gary mentioned that the expansion of the City of Greyhawk was
completed in the middle of 1974. [21-7] More specifically, however, it appears that he began the
work alone in the autumn of 1973, while Rob was still busy playing Robilar in the deeper
dungeons. The revision of the City of Greyhawk, therefore, was primarily a Gygaxian
endeavor.The vague city of early 1973 had proven itself useful, but the meager map was filled
with notes, nebulous barriers and erasures. That “Old City” could no longer be contained by a
single sheet of paper. Realizing this, Gary quadrupled the size of the map, using four pieces of
graph paper to create a rectangular poster-sized renovation. It seems that the east-west axis of
the map was the shorter one and the north-south axis was the longer, and so the “new” city was
further elongated to follow the course of the winding Selintan River. The Citadel of Greyhawk
where the ruling mayor dwelled still formed the heart of the Old City, and around this were
situated new quarters for the Slums, Thieves and Merchants. There was also a High Quarter,
where the wealthier citizens lived and indulged themselves in a world of gambling, decadence,
and sophisticated courtesans. Lord Robilar’s fabled Green Dragon Inn, by the way, was featured
on both this new “quad” paper map and the earlier “single” map, which implies that he procured
the place at some point during the first half of 1973. [21-8]Rob added a lot of fresh and on-
demand improvisatory material to the City of Greyhawk over the early years, to the point that
Gary needed “to consult with him about what he had brought into the mix after he had run a city
adventure.” [21-9]Many of these elements reflected Gary’s recollection of the Swords & Sorcery
stories involving Conan, Fafhrd, the Gray Mouser and many other mercenary heroes. New
positions for temples and wizards’ towers were prominently featured along the new map’s many
byways. But most of this “quad” city map still consisted primarily of blocks of anonymous
buildings, divided from one another by meandering streets. As Gary explained, “Crooked alleys,
lanes, and angling streets were mostly nameless, save by their identity.” [21-10]Gary also stated
that he had just finished this map when he asked Rob to become co-Dungeon Master of the
Greyhawk campaign, which appears to date this event to late 1973 (although mid-1974 has also
been mentioned). The incongruity in timelines is impossible to rectify at this time, but the
mid-1974 date has been favored for this chronicle for the completion of the City’s second major
incarnation. It seems that at least two separate major phases of Greyhawk renovations occurred
in the early to mid-1970s, and it is plausible that these phases may have become one in Gary’s
later memory.When the City had been successfully re-envisioned, Gary shifted his focus to the
ruins of Castle Greyhawk and the dungeons which lie beneath them. In the minds of several
players, the dungeon had been “beaten” and the competitive resolve which had caused much of
the risky (and fun!) behavior amongst the many rival characters had quickly dissipated. More
worryingly, the dungeon would still need to serve as the main area of play for any number of
characters with experience levels ranging between 1 and 13. Mixed parties of any size would
need to be accommodated, and everyone would need to be surprised by the monsters, traps



and tricks they might discover. The ambitious redesign would be required “to entertain a group
numbering 20 to 30 regular adventurers, the composition of the group changing every month or
two.” [21-11]A considerable task! This massive overhaul would require a dungeon far beyond
the original version’s limited constraints. First, Gary worked on redesigning the Upper Works of
Castle Greyhawk (the ruins proper). He used two sheets of 17” x 22” graph paper to re-envision
the castle as a huge, mostly intact ruin with a full citadel and various outbuildings. This revision
would allow the upper levels of towers and other fortifications to be explored on lengthier
expeditions. Many more encounters were added for the ruins, increasing in difficulty in a vertical
progression throughout each edifice. Very roughly, this would mean that the ground level of the
ruins would be a fitting adventure setting for level 1 and 2 characters; the upper tower ruins
would challenge characters of levels 3 and 4, and the highest areas might only be conquered by
heroes of levels 5 and up. [21-12]And even though the Castle was now immense, the dungeons
beneath them would become positively colossal. Five separate “descent zones” were sketched
into the ground level of the ruins: one being central, and four more situated to the north, south,
east and west respectively. Each descent area had one or more pits or stairways leading down.
Most of the descents led directly to dungeon level one, but some went further down to level two,
three, four, or even deeper. This multi-chambered vertical design would allow low-level
adventurers to reach the “easy” levels for a variety of adventures, while the veterans could
bypass these non-challenging regions to quickly go deeper into the most dangerous depths of
all.The “shallow” descents were guarded by various powers: an enclave of profiteering elves,
another enclave of dwarves, and a massive ogre with a very nasty disposition. These creatures,
when encountered and asked to allow the adventurers’ passage, would typically demand a cut
of any recovered treasure. There was an additional descent area which was completely
unprotected, but this one was harder for novice players to find. The one descent which was the
most difficult to detect, hidden behind secret doors, ran all the way down to dungeon level nine.
This may have been the central “Endless Stair,” carried over from the earlier 13-level Castle
Greyhawk design of 1972-73. [21-13]To this “descent skeleton” framework were grafted all of the
newly-amended dungeon levels themselves. Gary and Rob began developing their new mega-
dungeon by merging all of their existing dungeon keys into this single vast design. Elements
from both Zagyg’s labyrinth and Kuntz’s own El Raja Key were modified, mashed, stretched, and
forced to fit. To this hodgepodge of “known” levels, Gary added some new special side levels
which no one had ever seen before. Gary once said that this new version of the dungeon was
about 28 levels deep, with 40 total levels in all; [21-14] in another account, he said about 25
levels deep and 50 total levels. [21-15] Either way, the dungeon now consisted of 70-75 or so
unique environments, with even more new areas to be explored above ground! No character,
however daring or intrepid, would ever follow in Lord Robilar’s pioneering footsteps to find the
slide of Zagyg the Mad Archmage ever again. Through sheer immensity, further conquest of
Castle Greyhawk was rendered impossible.To make this mega-labyrinth even more fun to play
in, new dungeon levels were being added by Rob and Gary all the time. The exact timeframe for



these efforts is uncertain but it appears that the major design work on the dungeon began in late
1974, and continued through 1975-76. Throughout this time period the dungeon gradually
became Rob Kuntz’s domain, as Gary shifted his attentions toward both TSR’s business
dealings and his own new campaign region, featuring Hommlet and the Temple of Elemental
Evil.The overhaul project also touched upon various aspects of Greyhawk’s larger outdoor
environment. According to one player’s account (Skip Williams, later co-creator of Dungeons &
Dragons 3rd Edition), Gary also spent time in perhaps 1974 or 1975 — “After TSR published
D&D” — expanding the wilderness regions and borderlands of his campaign setting. In doing so
he developed a rudimentary form of the wider World of Greyhawk we know today. [21-16]Given
the nature of the early wilderness adventures, and the symbolic and literal direction (west) that
Gary’s new and more rural campaign would soon be moving, it is likely that he worked on the
outdoor regions in the City of Greyhawk vicinity, and perhaps too the shores of the Nyr Dyv, the
Wild Coast, the Pomarj, the Gnarley Forest, Verbobonc, and the southern verge of Furyondy.
The most detail would be lavished upon the Village of Hommlet region, where Gary had already
decided to situate a new Greyhawk campaign specifically intended for new players and lower-
level characters. In much the same manner that the real-world Roman Empire became too vast
and unwieldy and split into a Western Imperium (centered upon Rome) and an Eastern
Imperium (centered upon Constantinopolis / Byzantium), the Lake Geneva campaign would split
into a western Hommlet game mostly run by Gary, and an eastern Greyhawk game mostly run
by Rob. We will look at developments in both of these regions in more detail soon hereafter.But
before I get too far ahead of myself, I still need to share the captivating tale of Robilar’s return.
When last we left Lord Robilar, Tenser and Terik, they were falling down a slide out of Zagyg’s
dungeon, spiraling ever downward to the core of the Oerth itself ... * * * * * When Robilar
plummeted through the entire planet of Oerth via Zagyg’s magical slide (c. the early autumn of
1973), he blacked out and later found himself lying in a strange and ornate temple. The opulent
architecture of this place was like nothing he had ever seen before. He had fallen all the way to
the Mysterious East, into the fabled land of Cathay, or Khitai.Whatever wondrous place was this?
The very name of Cathay is evocative, because it tells us that Sir Robilar was in a mythical
version of northern China and Mongolia, as envisioned by Marco Polo and other Occidental
explorers of the Far East. In D&D terms, this would likely be the land of the foo dogs, foo lions,
cynanthropes (gnolls?), Oriental gold dragons, Longma dragon horses, Huli Jing fox spirits and
the Fenghuang phoenix, as well as many other fabulous beasts.The names Cathay and Khitai
were also used by Robert E. Howard in his own fantastic fiction. In first conceptualizing the
adventures which he would soon throw at Lord Robilar, Gary may have been recalling this
passage from Howard’s A Witch Shall be Born, a Conan story first published in Weird Tales
(1934): * * * * * “He was a magician from far Khitai, returning to his native kingdom after a journey
to Stygia. He took me with him to purple-towering Paikang, its minarets rising amid the vine-
festooned jungles of bamboo ... age had steeped him deep in black wisdom, not weakened his
powers of evil. Many things he taught me ...” * * * * * Lord Robilar, a stranger in a strange land if



there ever was one, was baffled to find himself out of the dungeon and back in the wilderness.
He quickly left the temple precinct, guided by the sun, and tried to calculate the quickest route
home. If he only he knew how far away he really was! He probably had a rude surprise that first
evening, when the sun went down and the stars were spread in a mad and unrecognizable
array.Tenser the wizard emerged in the magical temple a day later, but he had no idea that
Robilar was near. The wizard waited for a while, deciding what to do, and an astonished Terik
appeared before him. Tenser and Terik quickly reached an accord, and so with resolve they set
out together in search of their lost friend.There may have been a road or obvious path out of the
temple region, for it seems that Tenser and Terik managed to journey in the exact same
direction. (Scrying and divinations assisted them as well.) They soon caught up with Robilar,
relieved to find that he was still alive. [21-17] Together these companions went on a short
adventure in western Cathay, but it seems that no details of this mysterious venture have
survived. [21-18]These wilderness adventures far away from the City of Greyhawk —
considering their improvised nature — were likely handled with the hex-grid game board from
Avalon Hill’s Outdoor Survival game. Gary once said that the map was used as a
representational portrayal of whatever terrain the adventurers happened to be moving through.
“We used the map,” he wrote, “moved counters on it, and rolled for getting lost, so that one was
never certain which direction one would head on a turn. Random encounters were used, and
the ponds were castles, so there was some jousting rather than regular mortal
combat.” [21-19]At some point, the adventurers came across a nesting group of rukhs (rocs, or
giant eagles). From this, and other hints, we can assume that Gary was drawing inspiration from
the movie The Seventh Voyage of Sinbad to improvise these unexpected adventures for his
friends. In that movie, Sinbad and his companions discover a mysterious island where they save
a sorcerer from a marauding Cyclops. The sorcerer uses a djinni from his magical lamp to
create a protective shield, and the adventurers flee the island. Other interesting touches in the
film include a serpent woman (the clear inspiration — along with the statue of Kali in this movie’s
sequel — for D&D’s type V demon), screaming demons which cause insanity, sea monsters, a
skeleton lord, and a wrathful dragon. But it is the roc itself which definitively ties Robilar’s
adventures to those of Sinbad.In Robilar’s own adventure, rocs were seen in the distance. The
characters crept up and spied upon the rocs’ nest-crowned pillars, and saw that far below there
lay an inaccessible canyon studded with raw gemstones. Robilar’s group slaughtered some
mules and threw their bodies over the cliff. The rocs saw the fresh meat, and pulled the
carcasses up to the nest-pillars. Many raw gems were stuck within the meat. The rocs ate the
meat, carefully picking out the gems that might cause them indigestion. That night when the
rocs were asleep, the adventurers climbed up and stole the gems for themselves. [21-20]A clear
parallel to this clever scheme can be found in Andrew Lang’s version of The Arabian Nights
Entertainments, in one of Gary’s favorite books from childhood: * * * * * “‘We must sew you into
this sheep-skin,’ said they, ‘and then leave you. A fowl of monstrous size, called a roc, will
appear in the air, taking you to be a sheep. He will snatch you up and carry you into the sky, but



be not alarmed, for he will bring you safely down and lay you on the top of a mountain. When
you are on the ground cut the skin with the knife and throw it off. As soon as the roc sees you he
will fly away from fear, but you must walk on till you come to a castle covered with plates of gold,
studded with jewels.’” [21-21] * * * * * The tale of the thrown meat, by the way, is told with perfect
clarity in The Second Voyage of Sinbad the Sailor. This too reveals that Gary was borrowing
heavily from the Arabian Nights to run these new Oriental adventures.Having made a small and
cleverly-won fortune, Robilar and his companions then took Tenser’s flying carpet — a scene
probably inspired by the 1924 swashbuckling classic, The Thief of Baghdad, as well as similar
scenes in the Harold Shea novella The Castle of Iron — and flew to a nearby city. This
mysterious place might well have been inspired by early medieval Baghdad, as also featured in
the tales of the Arabian Nights. Rob Kuntz, more succinctly, has said it was the City of Brass
itself.The saga of the City of Brass is one of the most fascinating in all of the tales of the Arabian
Nights, because it features strong fantastical elements which almost border on early medieval
science fiction. This theme would be fully explored by Dave Arneson in his own City of the Gods
locale, as well as by James M. Ward (in Metamorphosis Alpha) and Gary Gygax too (in
Expedition to the Barrier Peaks). In the original folktale, which was clearly a favorite of Gary’s
(because it is rife with D&D-isms, from our modern perspective), the City is home to a magical
brass djinn bottle which had originally been a treasure coveted by King Solomon himself. The
adventurers in the story learn of the lost City of Brass and parley with Dahish, a powerful efreet.
Dahish’s guidance almost reads like an adventure introduction spoken by a Dungeon Master: * *
* * * “Be rejoiced, O Emeer; for this is the City of Brass, and this is the appearance of it that I find
described in the Book of Hidden Treasures; that its wall is of black stones, and it hath two towers
of brass, which the beholder seeth resembling two corresponding fires; and thence it is named
the City of Brass.” [21-22] * * * * * Exploring further, the companions of Dahish find it thus: * * * *
* “When they had ascended that mountain, they saw a city than which eyes had not beheld any
greater. Its pavilions were lofty, and its domes were shining; its rivers were running, its trees
were fruitful, and its gardens bore ripe produce. It was a city with impenetrable gates, empty,
still, without a voice but the owl hooting in its quarters, and the raven croaking in its thoroughfare-
streets, and bewailing those who had been in it.” [21-23] * * * * * In the fable, the adventurers pick
the magic lock on one of the city’s golden gates, and they discover the fallen ruler and the
crumbling skeletons of his legions. They creep through bazaars filled with accursed treasures,
but they ignore these dread temptations as they seek the brazen djinn vessel of Solomon. They
explore the deeper treasure vaults and pick the lock of an ivory door. Inside they find a treasure
tomb, where a mummified and jeweled damsel presides in death over the holy treasures of eld.
On either side of the damsel are two warrior automatons, one of ivory mien and one of ebony,
both bearing ancient scimitars of steel.Faced with these irresistible temptations, the party
quarrels over treasure: The Emir Moosa commanded, “Bring the sacks, and fill them with part of
these riches and these vessels and rarities and jewels.” And that was all that was to be taken, for
the fallen damsel herself — in all her precious finery — was not to be defiled. Yet the Vizier Talib



disagreed with this decree: “Wilt thou leave these riches and these jewels, when she is dead?
What then should she do with these things, which are the ornaments of the world, and the
decoration of the living?” Talib moved to steal the dead maiden’s funereal trappings, and the two
mechanical guardians animated and decapitated him. Moosa wisely took only those treasures
which were allowed by the maiden’s sanctity, and the surviving adventurers departed the city
with much wealth and splendor to their names.There are a few more hints which tell us a little of
Gary’s own conception of the City of Brass for Dungeons & Dragons. (We do not know,
however, if this depiction was used in that adventure with Lord Robilar.) Some of these hints are
hiding in plain sight: for example, in the cover painting for the 1979 Dungeon Masters Guide.
There we can see that the City of Brass floats over a sea of burning oil, and is inhabited by great
efreeti and fire lizards. Gary also once explained that the City of Brass as he envisioned it was
“floating on fiery stuff of airy sort, a sort of island in a sea of flames,” [21-24] which hints that the
City could only be reached by flying carpet or the aid of a flying efreet.The most interesting
allusion to be found relating to the City, to my mind, is this evocative Gygaxian passage relating
the cryptic history of the Codex of the Infinite Planes: * * * * * “The two strong slaves lifted it from
the back of the Beast. Thereupon I commanded the Brazen Portals to be brought low, and they
were wrenched from their hinges and rang upon the stone. The Efreet howled in fear and fled
when I caused the page to be read, and the Beast passed into the City of Brass. Now was I,
Tzunk, Master of the Plane of Molten Skies …” [21-25] * * * * * Dahish seems to peer forth from
Gary’s words! The tribute to Rob Kuntz (Tzunk) is obvious, and we can see hints once again that
the City is filled with accursed treasures from lost worlds and ages, treasures which are all too
ripe for some fool’s transitory taking.Two more flying carpets were acquired in the City of Brass
by Robilar and Terik. It is doubtful that any of the adventurers were weighted down with
significant amounts of treasure, so they may have bartered away precious magic items to
procure these extra carpets. The three then left the mysterious city, and may have experienced
some more Arabian-themed adventures. If so, monsters such as djinni, dragon turtles, efreeti,
ghouls, golems, ogres, giant snakes, or giant scorpions may have been encountered.
Unfortunately there are very few details about this era of the Greyhawk campaign; but
nevertheless, the vague hints and knowledge of the inspirational source material give us a fair
idea of what transpired.As if Gary’s job in improvising entire new realms of adventure was not
difficult enough, the players now had a serious disagreement about how to proceed. Ernie
(Tenser) wanted to return home to the City of Greyhawk as quickly as possible, because Quij’s
orcs guarding the first level of the dungeon were unpaid and only partially controlled. Anything
could happen while the three masters were away. And too, the three companions each had a
separate stronghold in the Greyhawk region that they wanted to get back to before anything bad
could happen to their estates. Worse, Tenser’s stronghold was not as well-protected as Lord
Robilar’s was. [21-26]Rob (and Robilar) wanted to explore more of these strange lands on his
way home, and was hungry for more treasure and power. And Terry (Terik) somehow got the
idea that his character could become more powerful if he acquired voodoo dolls and powerful



juju magic. Perhaps, in seeing that Gary was gleefully plundering the Arabian Nights for
Greyhawk’s Oriental mythology, Terry had deduced that juju would be prominent throughout
Oerth’s version of the Dark Continent.Unable to come to an agreement, the three adventurers
went their separate ways with vague promises to meet back in the ruins of Greyhawk, where
together they would deign to take care of the orc garrison situation. With that accord, they all
whisked off separately on their flying carpets and went on their own adventures. Poor Gary was
left with a situation where he needed to run unique solo adventures for each player in the
sessions to come, with an Asian kingdom theme for Tenser, an African wilderness theme for
Terik, and an Aztec jungle theme for Robilar.“I winged it,” Gary confessed. “[I] must have done a
fair to middling job, as Rob so enjoyed Robilar’s adventures in the City of Brass while returning
from the Mysterious East that he went on and developed a detailed city of that name of his own
design.” [21-27]We know almost nothing about Tenser’s journey, except that Tenser encountered
a dangerous Oriental wizard. He may have briefly visited Gary’s Nippon (mythical Japan), where
ogre magi, ki-rin, werefoxes, giant spiders and other fabulous creatures dwell.Of Terik’s journey
too, I sadly know very little at all. Rob once related that Terik wandered through the Dark
Continent and “southern isles,” [21-28] still hoping to acquire the ability to make magical voodoo
dolls. Consider Gary’s sources for Aethiopian and Egyptian mythology, Terik may have
encountered zombies, voodoo priestesses, snake spirits, mummies, ghosts, gorgons, basilisks,
demons, crocodiles or poisonous serpents, but no one seems to remember. Those tales,
barring a great discovery of original campaign material, may well be forever lost. Terik finally
returned to the early version of the Flanaess through the isles of the Sea Barons, perhaps
implying that he was forced to trek through the Great Kingdom on his way back to the City of
Greyhawk. [21-29]Robilar went south and found himself in an Aztec realm. This later became
known as the Amedio Jungle. There, he was captured by the natives. He tried to negotiate, yet
failed to impress them and was nearly sacrificed. [21-30] The natives of the Amedio are
distrustful of white men from the north, you see, for slavers from the Hold of the Sea Princes are
renowned for the “rare woods, spices, ivory, and gold … they wrest from the jungle
savages.” [21-31] Robilar eventually escaped, but in doing so he lost his enchanted +1
composite bow and accidentally taught the natives the riddle of steel. Gary noted that the
natives would certainly make use of these amazing new inventions in their future warfare.
[21-32] Robilar would finally wend his way north through the entire Amedio Jungle, perhaps
making his way back via what is now known as Fairwind Isle, near to the Hold of the Sea
Princes. [21-33]There is much more to tell of Robilar’s and Tenser’s fantastical adventures.
(Terik, for the most part, fades from our view hereafter.) But for now, we shall return to firmer
ground to consider a whirlwind of the real: the chaos caused by the too-rapid publication of
Dungeons & Dragons. FOOTNOTES AND ANNOTATIONSFOR CHAPTER 21 [21-1] Online
web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part I. Posted September 6th, 2002.[21-2] Online
web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part VI. Posted February 10th, 2004.[21-3] Online
web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part VII. Posted February 18th, 2005.



Interestingly, Gary also once noted (in Dragonsfoot Gary Gygax Q&A Part III, posted July 13th,
2005) that the 1974-1975 Greyhawk campaign included over 100 players in all, and “there were
perhaps three females.”[21-4] Refer to the Youtube clip ‘Rob Kuntz Conversations,’ with Martin
Brown of Grognard Games. The comment appears at approximately 22:25.[21-5] Online web
forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part IX. Posted August 31st, 2005.[21-6] Online web
forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part XI. Posted August 7th, 2006.[21-7] Refer for
example to Dragon Annual #2, “Founding Greyhawk: The Creation and Development of the
Greyhawk Campaign, 1972-75,” by Gary Gygax.[21-8] Online web forum post: Pied Piper
Publishing forums, “The Green Dragon Inn.”[21-9] Online web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax
Q&A, Part VI. Posted February 13th, 2004.[21-10] Dragon Annual #2. “Founding Greyhawk:
The Creation and Development of the Greyhawk Campaign, 1972-75,” by Gary Gygax.[21-11]
Yahoo Gygax Games mailing list, posted December 4th, 2004.[21-12] Many of these details
come from Dragon Annual #2, which has in this narrative been treated as authoritative to smooth
over the difficulties caused by several dozen differing recollections which Gary provided in
various forum postings over the decades. As always, I will correct this account is more accurate
information is revealed in the future.[21-13] Dragon Annual #2. “Founding Greyhawk: The
Creation and Development of the Greyhawk Campaign, 1972-75,” by Gary Gygax.[21-14] Online
web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part III.[21-15] Yahoo Gygax Games mailing list,
posted December 4th, 2004.[21-16] The Grognardia interview with Skip Williams.[21-17] Online
web forum post: Pied Piper Publishing forums, “Terik.” Posted February 5th-6th, 2004.[21-18]
Online web forum post: Pied Piper Publishing forums, “Robilar in China.”[21-19] Online web
forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part XIII. Posted December 20th, 2007.[21-20] Online
web forum post: Pied Piper Publishing forums, “Terik.”See also the thread “The Codex of the
Infinite Planes.”[21-21] The Arabian Nights Entertainments, edited by Andrew Lang.[21-22] The
Arabian Nights: Their Best-Known Tales, edited by Kate Douglas Wiggin and Nora A. Smith.
[21-23] The Arabian Nights: Their Best-Known Tales, edited by Kate Douglas Wiggin and Nora
A. Smith.[21-24] Online web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part I. Posted November
8th, 2002.[21-25] Dungeon Masters Guide, TSR, 1979, pg. 156.[21-26] On June 25th, 2014,
Ernie Gygax shared a few rare details about Tenser’s stronghold in a Facebook post.
Apparently, he first constructed a tower to secure his treasures and then later built a castle
around the tower. The castle had about ten vertical levels, and was constructed to allow Tenser
to use flying and levitation effects to reach all of the chambers. Most likely, this means that the
tower was built to be completely inaccessible to non-wizards, so that his treasures could not be
easily stolen.[21-27] Online web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part III. Posted May
16th, 2003.[21-28] Online web forum post: Dragonsfoot forums, “How far did Gygax go with
Greyhawk?”
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run these new Oriental adventures.Having made a small and cleverly-won fortune, Robilar and
his companions then took Tenser’s flying carpet — a scene probably inspired by the 1924
swashbuckling classic, The Thief of Baghdad, as well as similar scenes in the Harold Shea
novella The Castle of Iron — and flew to a nearby city. This mysterious place might well have
been inspired by early medieval Baghdad, as also featured in the tales of the Arabian Nights.
Rob Kuntz, more succinctly, has said it was the City of Brass itself.The saga of the City of Brass
is one of the most fascinating in all of the tales of the Arabian Nights, because it features strong
fantastical elements which almost border on early medieval science fiction. This theme would
be fully explored by Dave Arneson in his own City of the Gods locale, as well as by James M.
Ward (in Metamorphosis Alpha) and Gary Gygax too (in Expedition to the Barrier Peaks). In the
original folktale, which was clearly a favorite of Gary’s (because it is rife with D&D-isms, from our
modern perspective), the City is home to a magical brass djinn bottle which had originally been
a treasure coveted by King Solomon himself. The adventurers in the story learn of the lost City
of Brass and parley with Dahish, a powerful efreet. Dahish’s guidance almost reads like an
adventure introduction spoken by a Dungeon Master: * * * * * “Be rejoiced, O Emeer; for this is
the City of Brass, and this is the appearance of it that I find described in the Book of Hidden
Treasures; that its wall is of black stones, and it hath two towers of brass, which the beholder
seeth resembling two corresponding fires; and thence it is named the City of Brass.” [21-22] * * *
* * Exploring further, the companions of Dahish find it thus: * * * * * “When they had ascended
that mountain, they saw a city than which eyes had not beheld any greater. Its pavilions were
lofty, and its domes were shining; its rivers were running, its trees were fruitful, and its gardens
bore ripe produce. It was a city with impenetrable gates, empty, still, without a voice but the owl
hooting in its quarters, and the raven croaking in its thoroughfare-streets, and bewailing those
who had been in it.” [21-23] * * * * * In the fable, the adventurers pick the magic lock on one of the
city’s golden gates, and they discover the fallen ruler and the crumbling skeletons of his legions.
They creep through bazaars filled with accursed treasures, but they ignore these dread
temptations as they seek the brazen djinn vessel of Solomon. They explore the deeper treasure
vaults and pick the lock of an ivory door. Inside they find a treasure tomb, where a mummified
and jeweled damsel presides in death over the holy treasures of eld. On either side of the
damsel are two warrior automatons, one of ivory mien and one of ebony, both bearing ancient
scimitars of steel.Faced with these irresistible temptations, the party quarrels over treasure: The
Emir Moosa commanded, “Bring the sacks, and fill them with part of these riches and these
vessels and rarities and jewels.” And that was all that was to be taken, for the fallen damsel
herself — in all her precious finery — was not to be defiled. Yet the Vizier Talib disagreed with
this decree: “Wilt thou leave these riches and these jewels, when she is dead? What then
should she do with these things, which are the ornaments of the world, and the decoration of the
living?” Talib moved to steal the dead maiden’s funereal trappings, and the two mechanical
guardians animated and decapitated him. Moosa wisely took only those treasures which were
allowed by the maiden’s sanctity, and the surviving adventurers departed the city with much



wealth and splendor to their names.There are a few more hints which tell us a little of Gary’s own
conception of the City of Brass for Dungeons & Dragons. (We do not know, however, if this
depiction was used in that adventure with Lord Robilar.) Some of these hints are hiding in plain
sight: for example, in the cover painting for the 1979 Dungeon Masters Guide. There we can
see that the City of Brass floats over a sea of burning oil, and is inhabited by great efreeti and fire
lizards. Gary also once explained that the City of Brass as he envisioned it was “floating on fiery
stuff of airy sort, a sort of island in a sea of flames,” [21-24] which hints that the City could only
be reached by flying carpet or the aid of a flying efreet.The most interesting allusion to be found
relating to the City, to my mind, is this evocative Gygaxian passage relating the cryptic history of
the Codex of the Infinite Planes: * * * * * “The two strong slaves lifted it from the back of the
Beast. Thereupon I commanded the Brazen Portals to be brought low, and they were wrenched
from their hinges and rang upon the stone. The Efreet howled in fear and fled when I caused the
page to be read, and the Beast passed into the City of Brass. Now was I, Tzunk, Master of the
Plane of Molten Skies …” [21-25] * * * * * Dahish seems to peer forth from Gary’s words! The
tribute to Rob Kuntz (Tzunk) is obvious, and we can see hints once again that the City is filled
with accursed treasures from lost worlds and ages, treasures which are all too ripe for some
fool’s transitory taking.Two more flying carpets were acquired in the City of Brass by Robilar and
Terik. It is doubtful that any of the adventurers were weighted down with significant amounts of
treasure, so they may have bartered away precious magic items to procure these extra carpets.
The three then left the mysterious city, and may have experienced some more Arabian-themed
adventures. If so, monsters such as djinni, dragon turtles, efreeti, ghouls, golems, ogres, giant
snakes, or giant scorpions may have been encountered. Unfortunately there are very few details
about this era of the Greyhawk campaign; but nevertheless, the vague hints and knowledge of
the inspirational source material give us a fair idea of what transpired.As if Gary’s job in
improvising entire new realms of adventure was not difficult enough, the players now had a
serious disagreement about how to proceed. Ernie (Tenser) wanted to return home to the City of
Greyhawk as quickly as possible, because Quij’s orcs guarding the first level of the dungeon
were unpaid and only partially controlled. Anything could happen while the three masters were
away. And too, the three companions each had a separate stronghold in the Greyhawk region
that they wanted to get back to before anything bad could happen to their estates. Worse,
Tenser’s stronghold was not as well-protected as Lord Robilar’s was. [21-26]Rob (and Robilar)
wanted to explore more of these strange lands on his way home, and was hungry for more
treasure and power. And Terry (Terik) somehow got the idea that his character could become
more powerful if he acquired voodoo dolls and powerful juju magic. Perhaps, in seeing that Gary
was gleefully plundering the Arabian Nights for Greyhawk’s Oriental mythology, Terry had
deduced that juju would be prominent throughout Oerth’s version of the Dark Continent.Unable
to come to an agreement, the three adventurers went their separate ways with vague promises
to meet back in the ruins of Greyhawk, where together they would deign to take care of the orc
garrison situation. With that accord, they all whisked off separately on their flying carpets and



went on their own adventures. Poor Gary was left with a situation where he needed to run
unique solo adventures for each player in the sessions to come, with an Asian kingdom theme
for Tenser, an African wilderness theme for Terik, and an Aztec jungle theme for Robilar.“I
winged it,” Gary confessed. “[I] must have done a fair to middling job, as Rob so enjoyed
Robilar’s adventures in the City of Brass while returning from the Mysterious East that he went
on and developed a detailed city of that name of his own design.” [21-27]We know almost
nothing about Tenser’s journey, except that Tenser encountered a dangerous Oriental wizard.
He may have briefly visited Gary’s Nippon (mythical Japan), where ogre magi, ki-rin, werefoxes,
giant spiders and other fabulous creatures dwell.Of Terik’s journey too, I sadly know very little at
all. Rob once related that Terik wandered through the Dark Continent and “southern
isles,” [21-28] still hoping to acquire the ability to make magical voodoo dolls. Consider Gary’s
sources for Aethiopian and Egyptian mythology, Terik may have encountered zombies, voodoo
priestesses, snake spirits, mummies, ghosts, gorgons, basilisks, demons, crocodiles or
poisonous serpents, but no one seems to remember. Those tales, barring a great discovery of
original campaign material, may well be forever lost. Terik finally returned to the early version of
the Flanaess through the isles of the Sea Barons, perhaps implying that he was forced to trek
through the Great Kingdom on his way back to the City of Greyhawk. [21-29]Robilar went south
and found himself in an Aztec realm. This later became known as the Amedio Jungle. There, he
was captured by the natives. He tried to negotiate, yet failed to impress them and was nearly
sacrificed. [21-30] The natives of the Amedio are distrustful of white men from the north, you
see, for slavers from the Hold of the Sea Princes are renowned for the “rare woods, spices, ivory,
and gold … they wrest from the jungle savages.” [21-31] Robilar eventually escaped, but in
doing so he lost his enchanted +1 composite bow and accidentally taught the natives the riddle
of steel. Gary noted that the natives would certainly make use of these amazing new inventions
in their future warfare. [21-32] Robilar would finally wend his way north through the entire
Amedio Jungle, perhaps making his way back via what is now known as Fairwind Isle, near to
the Hold of the Sea Princes. [21-33]There is much more to tell of Robilar’s and Tenser’s
fantastical adventures. (Terik, for the most part, fades from our view hereafter.) But for now, we
shall return to firmer ground to consider a whirlwind of the real: the chaos caused by the too-
rapid publication of Dungeons & Dragons. FOOTNOTES AND ANNOTATIONSFOR CHAPTER
21 [21-1] Online web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part I. Posted September 6th,
2002.[21-2] Online web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part VI. Posted February 10th,
2004.[21-3] Online web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part VII. Posted February 18th,
2005. Interestingly, Gary also once noted (in Dragonsfoot Gary Gygax Q&A Part III, posted July
13th, 2005) that the 1974-1975 Greyhawk campaign included over 100 players in all, and “there
were perhaps three females.”[21-4] Refer to the Youtube clip ‘Rob Kuntz Conversations,’ with
Martin Brown of Grognard Games. The comment appears at approximately 22:25.[21-5] Online
web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part IX. Posted August 31st, 2005.[21-6] Online
web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part XI. Posted August 7th, 2006.[21-7] Refer for



example to Dragon Annual #2, “Founding Greyhawk: The Creation and Development of the
Greyhawk Campaign, 1972-75,” by Gary Gygax.[21-8] Online web forum post: Pied Piper
Publishing forums, “The Green Dragon Inn.”[21-9] Online web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax
Q&A, Part VI. Posted February 13th, 2004.[21-10] Dragon Annual #2. “Founding Greyhawk:
The Creation and Development of the Greyhawk Campaign, 1972-75,” by Gary Gygax.[21-11]
Yahoo Gygax Games mailing list, posted December 4th, 2004.[21-12] Many of these details
come from Dragon Annual #2, which has in this narrative been treated as authoritative to smooth
over the difficulties caused by several dozen differing recollections which Gary provided in
various forum postings over the decades. As always, I will correct this account is more accurate
information is revealed in the future.[21-13] Dragon Annual #2. “Founding Greyhawk: The
Creation and Development of the Greyhawk Campaign, 1972-75,” by Gary Gygax.[21-14] Online
web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part III.[21-15] Yahoo Gygax Games mailing list,
posted December 4th, 2004.[21-16] The Grognardia interview with Skip Williams.[21-17] Online
web forum post: Pied Piper Publishing forums, “Terik.” Posted February 5th-6th, 2004.[21-18]
Online web forum post: Pied Piper Publishing forums, “Robilar in China.”[21-19] Online web
forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part XIII. Posted December 20th, 2007.[21-20] Online
web forum post: Pied Piper Publishing forums, “Terik.”See also the thread “The Codex of the
Infinite Planes.”[21-21] The Arabian Nights Entertainments, edited by Andrew Lang.[21-22] The
Arabian Nights: Their Best-Known Tales, edited by Kate Douglas Wiggin and Nora A. Smith.
[21-23] The Arabian Nights: Their Best-Known Tales, edited by Kate Douglas Wiggin and Nora
A. Smith.[21-24] Online web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part I. Posted November
8th, 2002.[21-25] Dungeon Masters Guide, TSR, 1979, pg. 156.[21-26] On June 25th, 2014,
Ernie Gygax shared a few rare details about Tenser’s stronghold in a Facebook post.
Apparently, he first constructed a tower to secure his treasures and then later built a castle
around the tower. The castle had about ten vertical levels, and was constructed to allow Tenser
to use flying and levitation effects to reach all of the chambers. Most likely, this means that the
tower was built to be completely inaccessible to non-wizards, so that his treasures could not be
easily stolen.[21-27] Online web forum post: ENWorld Gary Gygax Q&A, Part III. Posted May
16th, 2003.[21-28] Online web forum post: Dragonsfoot forums, “How far did Gygax go with
Greyhawk?”[21-29] The Oerth Journal, issue #7. Produced by the Council of Greyhawk, June
15th, 1998.See also the Pied Piper Publishing forums, “Robilar in China.”[21-30] Online web
forum post: Pied Piper Publishing forums, “Robilar defeat.”[21-31] The World of Greyhawk
boxed set, TSR, 1983.[21-32] The Oerth Journal, issue #7. Produced by the Council of
Greyhawk, June 15th, 1998.See also the Pied Piper Publishing forums, “Robilar defeat.”[21-33]
The Oerth Journal, issue #7. Produced by the Council of Greyhawk, June 15th,
1998. CHAPTER 22 MASSCONFUSION (JANUARY –MARCH 1974) DESPITE ALL of the
onerous flak I shall receive as a blasphemer, it must be said: in January of 1974, Dungeons &
Dragons was a mess. A glorious one to be sure, but still a mess regardless. The game had
been published quickly for competitive and financial reasons, but it was such a radical new



concept in gaming that it was very difficult for many prospective players to understand. But that
barely mattered: imaginative people who came into contact with the game, its sheer potential,
would be forever changed.As Bill Owens of the Judge’s Guild would later put it, “I still wonder if
D&D’s success was because it was such an unpolished gem. It brought forth gardens of
blooming ideas from every group that made the game ‘theirs’ as compared to these competition-
style games that have rules locked down tight.” [22-1]Indeed, the first iteration of Dungeons &
Dragons was an amazing, terribly confusing game, filled with terribly amazing ideas.And as has
been said many times (and only half in jest), the problem with the 1974 D&D boxed set is that
when you opened the box, you found booklets but no Lake Genevans. You would read the rules
and soon realize there was something vital missing, someone that would have made the game
comprehensible: E. Gary Gygax.But despite that, every intelligent and careful reader of the rules
enjoys The Moment. The Moment is when the light bulb goes off, when the awareness dawns
and ignorance falls away: the game suddenly makes sense. It is a collaborative game which
defies all board game conventions, it barely makes sense without any limitations, it never ends,
there are no victory conditions, and that is the entire point. It is a fantasy life simulator. The
game is an improvisatorial storytelling vehicle for the imagination.The side effect of The
Moment, however, is that each reader of the rules is forced to become an interpreter. Gary in
D&D’s Afterword states it flat out: “We urge you to refrain from writing for rule interpretations or
the like unless you are absolutely at a loss, for everything herein is fantastic ... why have us do
any more of your imagining for you?” [22-2]That is the beauty of Dungeons & Dragons, but it is
also the game’s curse. The game requires an immense investment from its players, and
especially from its referees. That investment results in unique, equally valid, and very
passionate opinions concerning every minute facet of the game.From the beginning, meetings
between D&D players have tended to be disruptive and baffling affairs. If you ever tried to
preach “the rules” at someone who was not a regular member of your own play group, you would
receive an hour-long retort beginning, “Well, the way we do it in my campaign ...”Dungeons &
Dragons had no standardization in the beginning, and that too was by design. The rules could
never be complete, and no two players would ever 100% agree on each other’s interpretation of
the particulars. This is a wonderful thing when you think about it from a creative standpoint, but
from a standpoint of business and demonstration it is something of a nightmare.Players and
Dungeon Masters began clamoring for new rules as early as December of 1972 — better rules
and more rules — as soon as they began to play. This call was eventually answered, but not for
quite some time. By early February of 1974 there was already an untapped market waiting for
D&D supplements. Gary, consummate businessman and game designer that he was, had been
prepared for this eventuality by the hundreds of calls and letters he received during the play tests
of 1973. While refereeing the game he kept a goodly pile of notes and alternate systems
throughout 1974, and these notes were used almost daily as “more and better rules” in the
Greyhawk campaign. [22-3]But these piles were the conglomerated rules which had not been
fully clarified by December of 1973 (when the set was finalized for print), and so they were left



out of the first published edition of Dungeons & Dragons proper. Play testers across the nation
were demanding refined and republished versions of their now-tattered and dog-eared rule
packets, and to their ranks were being added the new Dungeon Masters who were exposed to
the game through purchasing new mail order sets from TSR. Gary’s own notes, along with
recommendations from Dave Arneson, Ernie Gygax, Rob Kuntz and Mike Mornard, would grow
throughout 1974 until there was a sufficient thematic core to build a publishable manuscript
around. That manuscript would eventually become the first draft of Supplement I: Greyhawk, to
eventually be published in March of 1975.There were many such supplementary endeavors
which began to coalesce in 1974 and 1975, each prepared through the personal vision of its
own primary author. As TSR employee Steve Marsh once pointed out [22-4], the D&D
Supplements would represent localized and personalized interpretations of Dungeons &
Dragons as envisioned by several of the original players. Supplement I: Greyhawk would be
comprised of Gary’s and Rob’s campaign notes; Supplement II: Blackmoor would be Arneson’s
campaign, infused with Steve Marsh’s creations and heavily edited by Tim Kask; Supplement III:
Eldritch Wizardry would be Blume’s and Kask’s rules with many of Gary’s re-interpretations; and
Supplement IV: Gods, Demi-Gods and Heroes would be James M. Ward’s and Rob Kuntz’s
“super-powered” supplement for high-level play.Each of these separately-themed contributions
would significantly add to Gygax’s and Arneson’s core and disputed vision for D&D, making the
game a truly collaborative endeavor, forever precariously balanced upon the contributors’
clashing opinions and disagreements. In 1974 however, D&D was a strongly Gygax-themed
game, and Supplement I would be more of the same. The difference with Supplement I however
would be that Rob Kuntz, as co-DM, would add an unpredictable spice to the new rules’ brewing
mix. As Gary would later elucidate, Greyhawk featured “a lot of creative input from Rob, so I
included him as co-author.” [22-5]All of this wild creativity, interspersed with bouts of orderly
clarification, would take quite a while to sort itself out. Throughout 1974, Gary would write ideas
from play which would then be drafted and added to “the pile.” Gary was aware that players from
afar would be deeply interested in new rules and options, but he could never quite conceive why
anyone might be interested in adopting his imaginary world of Greyhawk and Oerth. To his
mind, all of the fun of being a DM was inherent in creating a world of one’s own.This “it’s more
fun to make your own fun” mentality would really not depart Gary’s approach to D&D marketing
until the summer of 1978, when it became inescapably clear that pre-scripted “Dungeon
Modules” were going to be a huge hit with the masses. His stubborn faith in the creative drives
of other Dungeon Masters, by the way, is the primary reason why the Greyhawk Supplement has
lots of rules for new classes and monsters and treasures and such, but very little information on
the Flanaess or the City of Greyhawk itself. (His secondary reason was that he was private
about his home campaign.) The philosophy of players has changed so much over the
intervening decades that I have witnessed many curiosity seekers who pick up the Greyhawk
Supplement, seeking the earliest secrets of the Oerth, only to frown and mutter something akin
to, “Hey, where’s Greyhawk? This booklet is just a rough draft for AD&D.”Times and player



expectations have changed over many years ... irretrievably so. * * * * * But that was all in the
future. Immediately after the publication of D&D, dreams of supplementary material had to be
set aside. If the game and TSR were going to survive, the work of getting the boxes in the hands
of games needed to be performed, and quickly.A considerable part of Gary’s job in February of
1974 was not just filling out and shipping these orders. He worked to convince the world that a
new paradigm in gaming was worthy of not only national but also worldwide consideration. That
was a tall order, and he began the work one letter, one conversation, one handshake at a time.
But he could not reach out to everyone, and he could only rarely leave Lake Geneva. Most
people in early 1974 simply had to figure the game out for themselves.The RPG concepts were
too revolutionary for many, however. Some people got it, many did not. And many people who
would have gotten it did not know that D&D even existed, and would never come into contact
with the game unless they were sought out by someone already in the know. As TSR employee
Harold Johnson one explained, “In the early years, the only way you learned about [D&D] was if
a friend introduced it to you.” [22-6]Marketing was the key, but effective marketing is exorbitantly
expensive. This problem would persist for years, ameliorated by Gen Con where gamers could
finally meet face to face. (In a strange kind of way, through Gen Con Gary had already created
the perfect environment for D&D’s viral spread in 1968, six years before the game itself existed.)
And as the game diversified, eventually many people — especially college students — would
come into contact with someone who already knew how to play.That process, however, was
years in the making. The first edition of D&D was confusing, and 1971-72’s Chainmail Fantasy
before it had been more confusing still (simply because Chainmail was even more of a
pioneering effort than D&D would be).Fortunately, the medieval wargaming community was very
small and Gary was fairly easy to find. People wrote Gary letters, or simply showed up on his
doorstep. One Friday or Saturday night in early 1974 (when the long distance phone rates went
down), a player who was struggling with Chainmail’s intricate details used the Long Distance
Directory Assistance service so that he could then make a cold-call to game author Gary Gygax.
[22-7]Tim wanted some help in understanding the intricacies of the rules. [22-8] This intrepid
young wargamer was named Timothy James Kask, and he was a student attending classes at
the Southern Illinois University in Carbondale. [22-9] As Tim later related, “My call was
answered by a most genial and gentlemanly fellow that was the soul of kindness and courtesy,
who took no offense at being called at home one evening by a stranger. In fact, I got the idea
that he admired my initiative in tracking him down.” [22-10]Gary clarified the problematic rules,
and he and Tim got along famously from the very beginning. They chatted for over an hour. Tim
soon regarded Gary as “an older brother, very bright, eccentric and eclectic.” [22-11] Tim would
continue to call from time to time to chat about Gary’s game, and so the friendship grew. That
friendship would become momentously important later on, in the autumn of 1975. During early
February of 1974, however, Gary was still preoccupied with the orders for Dungeons & Dragons.
A few individual orders to gamers were shipped, and then the larger orders to hobby shops and
distributors were filled. According to Gary’s recollection, as many as five or six of these



companies were requesting half-dozens of Dungeons & Dragons at this time. Three larger
distributors received the largest orders of all, with 12 copies to each. As Gary noted,
“Interestingly, those three were all manufacturers of miniature figurines.” [22-12] Gary’s group
did not play with miniature figures for dungeoneering, but it seems that many of the other early
players did.A skeletal distribution network revealed itself in this pattern of miniatures
manufacturers that stocked the game. In the near future, those same distributors would reorder
D&D in batches of approximately 25 to 50 copies. [22-13] These companies would help to
spread the game far beyond Lake Geneva, and into places where Gary’s more personal
methods could not reach. Dungeons & Dragons was catching on. By the middle of February,
perhaps 100 or more boxes had been sold. [22-14]A spectacular success! And then? Nothing.
No more major orders came.Throughout the second half of February, TSR suffered along with
only a tiny trickle of incoming single-copy orders. In Don and Donna Kaye’s pantry, a stock of
about 900 bought-and-paid-for boxes was still waiting to be sold. Gary and Don, beginning to
panic, made immediate plans to advertise their game.Meager and inexpensive efforts came
first. The first notice for Dungeons & Dragons appeared in the periodical El Conquistador, in
February. That notice is particularly interesting because it invites people to actually come right
over to Gary’s house to play and learn the game! “One may find a game in progress on a
Sunday afternoon at about 1:30,” it read. “Visitors are welcome.” [22-15] Beyond that notice
Gary also sent the first true D&D advertisement, slated to appear in a future issue of the Great
Plains Game Players Newsletter. [22-16] Additional copies of this advertisement (in flyer form)
were included with Gary’s letters as well, as he continued to keep in touch with Dungeon
Masters and former play testers throughout the country.These efforts were tiny, but they perfectly
targeted the game’s potential audience. As Gary noted in Liaisons Dangereuses #70, “Tactical
Studies Rules was about as small as a firm can be and still be considered a real company … so
publicity for Dungeons & Dragons was pretty much left to word of mouth.” [22-17]From the safely
planted acorn is born the mighty oak, and all that. But Gary and Don did not have 100 years in
which to serenely observe that acorn growing to its fruition. By the end of the month, the 150th
copy was sold, bringing D&D’s average sales up to a few copies a day. [22-18]Whether this was
a result of advertising or word or mouth, or both, is open to conjecture. But it is known that D&D
was widely regarded as being very expensive, and Gary believed that many potentially
interested buyers were either relying on their friends to already own the game, or were making
personal photocopies of a friend’s set for use in their separate games. Pirates were everywhere,
and they couldn’t be ratted out without disenfranchising other potential customers. And D&D
could not be sold at a loss, because Gary and Don were sitting on a $2,000+ investment which
they could not yet break even on. Bad news all around. [22-19]By the way, have you ever
wondered why early Dungeon Module maps were printed in light blue ink? That was to foil
primitive photocopiers, but the technology eventually caught up and made these efforts futile.
Blue-tinted maps are still printed to this day in many “Old School Renaissance” (OSR) Dungeon
Modules, as a nostalgic nod to the TSR maps of 1978-1980.Considering the dark gift of piracy



(the pleased mouth spreadeth the word, while the covetous hand taketh away) and D&D’s
lackluster and slumping sales, Gary called a meeting. He talked to Don and Brian about the
future of D&D purchases and fandom. He estimated that D&D would sell between 10,000 and
15,000 copies to the wargaming community, with another 50,000-odd sales waiting if the word
ever got out to all of the nation’s Tolkien fans. [22-20]This idealistic assessment would prove to
be premature, but would eventually be vindicated. More immediately, though, slower and more
dire times were just around the corner.At about this same time, the business owned by Gary’s
old employer Don Lowry began to collapse. [22-21] Gary likely felt bad for Don, and was
probably quite empathetic considering that TSR had just lurched off the ground and toward
Lowry’s same uncertain horizon. But he indirectly benefitted from Lowry’s downfall as well. Gary
acquired the rights to his Chainmail game [22-22] — which was still generating a fair amount of
interest due to D&D being dependent upon its rules, by the way — and this booklet would be
republished by TSR in the near future.Gary also expressed an interest in Tricolor, a traditional
Napoleonic wargame designed by Rick Crane. Tricolor would be released by TSR toward the
middle of 1974, most likely in June. The registered copyright date for the game is June 1st.
[22-23] According to an interview with Gary, this simulation had originally been prepared for
Guidon Games. [22-24] Therefore it is likely that Gary waited patiently until Guidon was out of
the picture, and then offered to publish Tricolor under the banner of TSR. Through such efficient
tactics, TSR plowed its way through the mediocre sales of Dungeons & Dragons and diversified
its offerings.Gary wrote the forward to Tricolor on April 1st, which gives us an idea of the timing
of Lowry’s business downfall. Don’s endeavor would continue on in some form for a while
longer, but it would no longer have any major relation to Gary or TSR or D&D, and so it exits the
tale of HAWK & MOOR. Mr. Lowry himself, by the way, moved to California. He and his wife
Julie continued to publish wargames sporadically through 1982.TSR, while primed and eager to
publish these new releases, was entering ominous waters. The company had very little money.
At the beginning of March, sales continued to lag and Gary was filled with doubt. “We began to
worry,” he said. “Me especially. Had I overestimated the new game?” [22-25]I estimate that D&D
was down at this time to perhaps only 1 or 2 copies sold every day, since 5 copies daily had
earlier been worthy of Gary’s celebration. Gary decided that it was time to promote D&D more
aggressively. He had a specific target in mind, too. That target might not appreciate Gary’s tone,
but the time for gentle handling was done.On March 5th, Gygax wrote a letter to Dave Arneson,
who was back home in Minnesota. He encouraged Dave to hand out flyers promoting
Dungeons & Dragons to gamers. Gygax’s letter was straight out and to the point: “Every flyer
you pass out could mean more royalty dollars. Remember, every retail sale we make is $1.00 to
you. Put a flyer in all letters, right?” [22-26] Historically, this is interesting because it implies that
Arneson was receiving a 10% royalty on each copy of D&D sold; that is, $1.00 of the $10.00
purchase price.But as I have detailed in Book II, the financial aspect of D&D was not enough to
motivate Dave to actively promote what he may have seen as Gary’s game which paid a
middling royalty. In my own opinion, Dave might even have been waiting for an apology from Mr.



Gygax, perhaps for turning Arneson’s Blackmoor into something it was never meant to be.
There would be none coming. To Dave, the publication of D&D was merely a curiosity which
generated a few dollars’ income. To Gary, this was a pressing business concern and the
success of his foundering company was at stake.Sales must have remained sluggish, because
Gary wrote another strongly-worded letter to Arneson on the 13th. The court record reveals the
tone once again: “Seeing as how you and I each make a buck on a retail sale by TSR, we have
to be dreaming up ways to promote same! Get to work!” [22-27] Ironically, these letters would
later be entered as evidence in court as proof that Gygax was actively seeking sales of
Dungeons & Dragons in Minnesota. This, in turn, would become one of the technical points in
the future litigation concerning Dungeons & Dragons royalties which TSR refused to fully pay to
Dave in years to come.All of these promotional efforts were not enough, however. Awareness
was growing, but the slow pace of D&D sales would not be sufficient to keep the company
moving on its intended course. Something else had to be done, and soon. Gary realized with
both reluctance and enthusiasm that even more games would need to be designed.This
dawning realization was also a moment of opportunity. Don Kaye for example was very
interested in creating a Wild West game, either a role-playing game or a gunslinger combat
simulator of some kind. [22-28] The problem of course was that Don was not a game designer,
and neither was Brian Blume (yet). Most of the heavy lifting would need to come Gary himself.
[22-29]This did not prevent development of TSR’s Wild West game, but it did slow the process
considerably. Don and Gary continued to “noodle” about with potential rules and scenarios for
publication in early 1974, but no serious work was done. Eventually the Western game would be
published as Boot Hill, but not until a tragedy intervened to compel development along an
unpredictable course. We will get to that sad tale a little later.Despite these ongoing struggles,
the game of Dungeons & Dragons was gradually taking hold. The problem was still that the
process was slow enough that TSR’s finances remained in danger. Gary said of D&D, “Its initial
acceptance was small, but those who played were highly enthusiastic and dedicated to the
game.” [22-30] The core fandom was loyal, but it was tiny. So how else could that audience be
expanded?From Gary’s, Don’s and Brian’s perspectives, one clue to the game’s eventual grass-
roots success could be discerned from some of the shipping addresses of the gamers who were
purchasing individual copies. “The original D&D rules set,” Harold Johnson once explained,
“was written for college students and quickly became popular with them.” [22-31]Beyond that
core audience, however, the game was simply too weird for many gamers to ever embrace.
“Imagine, if you will,” Gary wrote, “attempting to find new ‘converts’ — then, as now, the true
enthusiast is always seeking to add fellows to the ‘ranks’ — and having to explain role-playing
from the most basic concepts on up. Even with … dedicated players actively out doing just
that ... it was daunting.” [22-32]And that is the price of innovation. It is ironic to consider that in
2014, computer games which borrow too closely from D&D are regarded as generic and cliché.
But let us not forget the definition of a cliché: it is something that became so popular, and so
widespread, that people eventually got sick of it and started making fun of the great idea’s



omnipresence. We are left to wonder how many potential clichés in the world of gaming simply
died before they ever gained traction, never to rise, forever forgotten.That was nearly the fate of
Dungeons & Dragons. Fortunately for us, however, bit by bit the game found its audience and
eventual immortality.  
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Colin A. Brodd, “An excellent third installment in the sagas of GreyHAWK and BlackMOOR, the
history of D&D and the origins of RPGS!. I must say, I absolutely LOVE the HAWK & MOOR
series about the history of D&D! The stories of the original campaigns of Gary Gygax's
Greyhawk and Dave Arneson's Blackmoor are terrifically entertaining (in this volume we have
the tales of some of the first PCs who turned to evil and instigated deadly rivalry within and
between parties, for example), told in parallel to the history of TSR and the development of the
game and its industry. As a fan of Appendix N and research into the original inspirations for D&D,
I love the attention paid to likely influences, even appearing on the timeline (e.g. the dates that
particular episodes of the great TV show "Kolchak: The Night Stalker" first aired, shedding light
on such matters as, for example, the origin of the Rakshasa). I cannot recommend this series of
books highly enough for anyone with a serious interest in the history of D&D in particular and
RPGs in general.”

Scott Riddick, “By now the game has enjoyed widespread success and acclaim. The third book
in the series, covering the last parts of 1974 and into 1975. By now the game has enjoyed
widespread success and acclaim, and is quickly evolving from a couple of guys spitballing
around a table into a major company with serious revenue. I found part three to be heavier on
the recalled gaming sessions (which I largely skipped), and dealing with (to me, at least) the
less-interesting later years. Not a fault of the author or his writing style; just not as captivating as
the early struggles and epiphanies illustrated in the first two parts. As before, though, the
research is impeccable, and continues the narrative of perhaps the greatest gaming company of
the past half-century. Again, highly recommended to any reader who has even a passing
interest in the history of Dungeons & Dragons.”

Robin  Irwin, “Five Stars. Informative and entertaining!!”

The book by Kent David Kelly has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4 people have provided feedback.
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